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Introduction
With the progress in technology, the demand of high accurate parts becomes a classical need in industry. The manufacture of these parts is usually performed via high precision machine tools (MT) traceable [1] to the SI metre definition published at the intergovernmental organization"Bureau International des Poids et Mesures (BIPM)". Hence, the traceability of MTs represents a new challenge for several researchers involved in National Metrology Institutes (NMIs) and/or in manufacturing laboratories or plants. Some of them investigate the calibration of MTs using physical standards previously calibrated on high precision coordinate measuring machine (CMM) [2] . Such way of MTs calibration can be carried out on line. Others researchers extend the calibration process to inspect produced parts under the manufacturing process, directly in the MTs. Several sources of errors in MTs can be identified in the literature (e. g. thermal, geometrical, resolution, vibration) with the geometrical error being the most important one: it can be estimated to more than 70% of the entire error [3] .
Several standards and procedures for the calibration of MTs are detailed in ISO 230-1:2012 [4] and ISO 230-7:2007 [5] and include: gauge blocks, step gauges, ball bars, hole bars, ball plates, hole plates, straightedges, microscopes, taut wire, laser angle interferometer, autocollimator, precision level and digital scale.
Cauchick-Miguel et al. [6] describe the most important standards and suggest a classification of various testing methods for mechanical material standards. Moreover, Knapp et al. [7] distinguished and compared different common material standards regarding selected criteria. Some of them are the certification, length of standard, reversal method, transportability, handling, cleaning, ability to detect geometric errors and especially the number of positions for checking all errors.
The following review and analysis of the common standards and devices for the calibration of CMM and MT justifies the development of a new material standard.
Gauge blocks
Gauge blocks are usually made with steel or ceramic materials and used to check the geometric errors of CMM [7, 8] . Osawa et al. [9] used a gauge block to compensate the CMM geometric errors when calibrating a cylinder by applying the substitution or reversal techniques. The use of gauge blocks requires at least 21 positions and different lengths to identify 21 geometric errors, which represent a high number of operations to perform a MT calibration.
Step gauges
The step gauges offer the possibility to identify only one intrinsic parameter (linear positioning error). They are well used for testing the CMM calibration, as well as for correcting the error components ascertained by the calibration procedure. The calibration test procedure is defined in the ISO 10360-2:2009 [8] , such as 5 calibrated test lengths should be considered for the 7 specified positions (locations and orientations). 4 of the 7 positions shall be the space diagonals. Busch et al. [10] used a step gauge to check the CMM calibration in 2 diagonals of the workspace, while Pahk and Kim [11] used a step gauge to identify the linear positioning errors of a CMM. Such type of standard is not frequently used in MT since the calibration procedure can be considered as too long.
Ball bars and hole bars
Ball bar is a common material standard used to identify the geometric errors in both MTs and CMMs [12] , and exists in various types. In particular, the Fixed Magnetic Ball Bar (FMBB) is well used to identify the geometric errors by measuring the distance between 2 datum spheres at least in 20 positions in the CMM workspace [13] . Nevertheless, the Telescopic Magnetic Ball Bar (TMBB) was developed especially for the identification of the geometric errors of MT. By combining several measurements with multi-axes motions, both position and orientation axes errors of a MT were identified [14] . A triangular ball bar was developed and used by Jouy and Clément [15] in several positions to identify the angular errors and squareness errors for both CMM and MT. An additional improved architecture of the ball bar was proposed by Zhang and Zang [16] to identify the 21 geometric errors in CMM and MT. Its architecture is based on several equispaced datum spheres (made with steel materials) linearly fixed on a rigid beam via steel rods. The calibration procedure of the latter architecture was defined by Ouyang and Jawahir [17] , while it was based on two indirect comparisons of measurements performed in two positions. An accurate calibration of the ball bar was carried out on a precision CMM, where the motion errors were compensated via several substitution measurements using a gauge block. Currently, ceramic material is frequently selected for the datum spheres, where the form errors can reach a sub-micrometre level [2] .
Another type of material standard is the hole bar, which is used for the identification of the 21 geometric errors of CMM [18] . This type of material standard can provide only two intrinsic parameters: one positioning error and one straightness. Thus, at least 17 positions of the hole bar are necessary to determine the whole 21 geometric errors.
For MT calibration, the use of ball bar seems to be more suitable than the hole bar due to the accessibility of features.
Tilted orientations of the ball bar can be measured by the touch probe, even if its axis is not perfectly collinear with the spheres rods. This configuration is unrealisable with the hole bar. However, the use of the ball bar can present many disadvantages such as: risk of collisions with the datum spheres, thermal drift of the rods, the risk of a crash of the spheres surfaces, highly sensitive to harsh environment. The ball bar calibration by reversal technique is nearly impossible, which can drastically influence its accuracy.
Ball plates and Hole plates
At NPL (United Kingdom NMI), a ball plate was developed for the verification of the performance of coordinate measurement systems and particularly CMM softwares [19] . It is made of steel material. At PTB (Germany NMI), the Zerodur hole plate was also developed to identify the 21 geometric errors of CMMs [20, 21] that can be directly obtained by calculating the residual between the measured and calibrated positions of the holes. This operation requires once only four positions of the hole plate in the CMM workspace: two horizontal and two vertical positions. An accurate calibration of the Hole plate is performed by applying the reversal technique. However, the main disadvantage of the hole plate used on MT is linked to its orientation with regards to the probing device. Thus, if both the hole plate and the spindle supporting the probing system are aligned in the same axis, the measurement of the hole plate becomes difficult. This limitation significantly reduces the use of hole plate, even if it provides the identification of 6 geometric errors for each selected position. To come up with the discussed limitation, a set of a ball plate and spacers was developed by Liebrich et al. [22] and calibrated on CMM. Afterwards, it was used for the calibration of a 3-axis MT [23] . Since the spindle supporting the probing system was oriented vertically, the ball plate was located in the horizontal position. The volumetric calibration (3D mesh) of the MT was performed using the set of the spacers at different heights. Based on the analysis of the ball plate design, interdependency between the angular errors (roll, pitch and yaw) can be observed, but this issue was minimized thanks to the proposed mathematical procedure. Furthermore, the design of the ball plate is highly sensitive to the clamping system, which can generate significant mechanical deformations. The deformations directly impact the local positions of the datum spheres supposed to be fixed. The centre of the datum spheres can change to reach some micrometres thereby representing a supplementary issue of the ball plate standard use. In addition, the proposed design of the ball plate is highly sensitive to the surrounding thermal drift in the manufacturing shop floor.
Suplementary material standard
Some material standards similar to a space frame was developed and calibrated on a traceable CMM [24, 25] . They were used only for a checking operation of the volumetric machine geometry and not for the identification of the geometric errors. Based on the checking results, the re-calibration of the geometric errors of the machine should be performed only for the coordinates where the errors exceed the maximal permissible error (MPE) [8] .
Choi et al. [26] developed a cube array artefact with 8 cubes to determine the geometric model parameters necessary for the mapping of the tool's positioning error. The straightness errors can be deduced by considering both the angular errors and the squarenesses.
Another technique was developed for 5-axis MTs by Mayer [27] . This technique was based on the use of several uncalibrated master balls fixed on the rotary table. The use of this technique enables the identification of both the position and the orientation axes errors, as well as some additional motion errors of a 5-axis MT.
To identify the geometric errors of a MT, some other techniques were proposed by Ibaraki et al. [28] and Pezeshki et al. [29] , where they applied a machining test, succeeded by CMM measurements performed on the manufactured workpieces. A comparison between the measurement data and the CAD model leads to identify the geometric errors. However, the identification results seem to be affected by the thermal errors, spindle errors, cutting forces, vibrations, and environment conditions.
Laser interferometer systems
The laser system is a common system typically used for the calibration of MTs [30] . It requests an adjustment step that consists in the alignment of the laser beam along the MT axis equipped with an optical artefact. This first step can be time consuming. A recent compact Laser Tracer system based on the multilateration principle was developed by Schwenke [31] . It ensures lower uncertainty than the laser tracker [32] . All these laser systems are directly traceable to the SI meter definition. The wavelength is sensitive to the temperature, humidity and pressure, which can be measured and compensated when applying the updated formula of Birch and Downs [33] . Such systems are also highly sensitive to harsh environment and vibration. Moreover, the setting system (tripod, floor) can lengthen the metrology loop and can influence the measurement results.
Conclusion on the existing material standards
Most of the existing material standards are developed for CMM calibration, except the ball plates, 1D-ball array, and TMBB. Hence, the touch probe clamped in the spindle axis of the MT represents the main limitation to use most of them. Moreover, the harsh environment (oil, chips, collisions, temperature drift, etc.) also reduces their integration in MTs. Some aforementioned material standards require too many positioning configurations to identify the 21 geometric errors of 3 linear axes structural loop. Thus, any automation of the calibration process becomes very complex since it requires several adjustments, and usually the calibration is handled manually. In addition, steel and ceramic material are commonly selected for these standards. Because these materials are sensitive to the variation of the surrounding temperature, they are non-adapted for interim MT checking or calibration during the production process in the manufacturing shop floor.
A new design of the Multi-Feature Bar (MFB) is proposed in this paper. thanks to its new geometric pattern, it allows to identify 1 linear positioning error and 2 straightnesses of any linear mechanical guiding system of the MT, and just by 1 measurement of the MFB. The identification of 3 parameters for one orientation of the MFB leads to minimize MT's downtime. Furthermore, the combination of measurements performed on two parallel positions of the MFB leads to maximized the number of identified geometric errors to 5 (1 linear positioning error, 2 straightnesses and 2 angular errors for each axis). This paper is organized as detailed below. Section 2 presents the design and technical attributes of the new thermo-invariant MFB standard that will be used for dimensional metrology on MTs dimensional measurements under harsh shop floor environmental conditions. The section 3 deals with the calibration of the proposed MFB by applying reversal technique. The calibration results are presented and discussed in section 4, while the section 5 is devoted to the identification of geometric errors of an investigated MT. Finally, section 6 details identification results and discussions.
New design of the thermo-invariant MFB standard

Concept of the thermo-invariant MFB
The new design of the MFB consists in a repetition of a 3D pattern in one direction. Each pattern contains 7 features: 4 flat surfaces (vertical planes) and 3 cylinders (one vertical inner cylinder and two horizontal outer cylinders). The patterns are repeated along the direction ∆ as illustrated in (Figure 1a) , where 1 ≤ i ≤ N and 1 ≤ j ≤ N − 1. Many measurements are carried out on each pattern. The processing of the measured data allows to extract one point corresponding to the intersection of the 7 features mentioned previously. The expected measurements and the post-processing of the measured data can be completed with respect to the following steps:
• at least 8 points should be measured on each hole HOL i with a touch probe, as shown in Figure 1b . They are distributed in 2 orthogonal sections (2 levels): 4 equispaced points in the upper-level and the others in the lower-level. According to ISO5459:2011 [34] , the extraction is achieved by association to define the associated feature and performed with the measured dataset. A nominal cylinder is associated to the 8 measured points by applying the least squares criteria, based on small displacement screw (SDS) method [35] . The least squares SDS method for cylinder is detailed in Appendix A. Thereafter, the intrinsic characteristics of each associated feature establishing the common datum shall be considered to determine the AXIS i as shown in Figure 1b ;
• at least 4 points should be measured on each flat surfaces PL with a touch probe, as shown in Figure 1c . Based on the ISO 5459:2011 [34] , the post-processing of the measured dataset with the least squares plane association allows to define the associated integral feature (nominal 3 plane PL L j or PL R j ). The association method is detailed in Appendix B;
• for each horizontal outer cylinder CY L j , 12 points shall be probed as shown in Figure 1d . The points are distributed in 4 orthogonal sections where 3 equispaced points should be measured for each section. The analysis of the measured data using the developed SDS method allows to determine AXIS j ;
• the points P L j and P R j are obtained mathematically and correspond to the intersection of AXIS j with both planes PL L j and PL R j as illustrated in Figure 1e . The horizontal least squares plane PL i is associated to the 4 points P L j−1 , P R j−1 , P L j and P R j . The last step consists in the identification of the point of interest O i that corresponds to the intersection of AXIS i and PL i ;
The previously detailled steps are repeated as many times to cover the whole geometry of the MFB (Figure 1f ). Thus, the identified points of interest O i = (x i , y i , z i ) offer 3 intrinsic geometric parameters in the local frame of the MFB : 1 linear positioning and 2 straightnesses. R MFB is built using the measured data on the different surfaces constituting the patterns as follows:
• a least squares plane PL re f is associated to the 4 points P L 1 , P R 1 , P L N−1 and P R N−1 (in Figure 2 ) leading to the identification of the z MFB axis, which corresponds to the outer-pointing normal of PL re f ;
• the intersections between PL re f and AXIS 1 as well as PL re f and AXIS N are the points O 1 and O N that are used
• the y MFB is the cross product z MFB ∧ x MFB .
As a consequence, R MFB is equal to (O 1 , ( x MFB , y MFB , z MFB )) when exploiting both horizontal AXIS 1 and AXIS N−1 . Nevertheless, the building of R MFB can be performed using any two AXIS j (1 ≤ j ≤ N − 1) and any two O i (1 ≤ i ≤ N). 
Technical and geometrical attributes of the MFB
The MFB is expected to be used for on line measurement, directly on the MT under severe conditions (coolant, lubricant, chips, risks of collisions and temperature gradient). Based on the NF E 11 019 [36] , technical and geometrical attributes were considered such as:
• the material combines a small coefficient of thermal expansion (CTE), a high toughness and small brittleness. The invar material seems the best candidate material compared to those presented in table 2.2 and has been therefore selected due to its small CTE, its high toughness and its small brittleness as shown in table 2.2. Its CTE is twenty times larger than CTE of Zerodur but remains extremely low. For the chosen dimensional characteristics of the MFB, the deviation between two points of interest is only 0.5 µm under a temperature gradient of 10 • C;
• all the patterns are accessible via two sides (above or below). This condition is useful for repositioning the MFB in relation to the ball bar (i.e. rigid beam with several equispaced datum spheres) during the calibration when applying the reversal separation error technique. Besides, the application of the reversal technique on the MT enables the identification of the motion errors of each linear axis;
• the surfaces to be measured are protected against any possible collision due to their position. All of the holes were manufactured using a wire electrical discharge machining (WEDM). The rods were machined and carefully ground ( Figure 4 );
• two selected holes axes were shifted with respect to the nominal x MFB axis, in order to identify the orientation (returned or not returned) of the MFB whatever of its positioning in the workspace of the MT. Therefore, the MFB is provided of mistake-proofing which ensures the physical signature of the MFB;
• the MFB is fixed on a specific holder, built with modular inspection equipment system, via isostatic assembly composed of 3 mechanical linkages (spherical joint, point surface joint and point curve joint). This type of assembly avoids a transmission of the mechanical and thermal deformation of the holder to the MFB. The 3 mechanical linkages are located on the points of minimum deflection that were analytically calculated and are not exactly identical to Airy points. The points of minimum deflection are separated by a length s min de f defined by the equation 1 where L = 580 mm. However, between the Airy points, the length s Airy is defined by the equation 2. As illustrated in figure 3, this precaution minimizes the defection of the MFB under its own weight (0.16 µm without tightening operation). This value is compensated by reversal technique during the calibration of MFB.
Moreover, modular inspection equipment system allows to orientate and locate the MFB along each direction in the MT workspace ( Figure 5 ). The change in length of the MFB when standing vertically, due to its own weight, is equal to 52 nm and is neglected with respect to the magnitude of the identified errors (0 − 100 µm).
To characterize a maximum volume of the selected Mikron 5axis MT workspace, the developed and manufactured MFB has been defined as follows: the N-1 = 11 rods (AXIS j ) and the N = 12 holes (AXIS i ) are equispaced (L = 50 mm) along the x MFB axis. 
Calibration of the MFB
The nominal coordinates of points of interest (O i ) in the local frame R MFB are defined in equation 3. Nevertheless, the real coordinates of the points (O i ) are slightly different from these expressed in the proposed model. This difference is mainly caused by the manufacturing procedure of the MFB including the Computer-Aided Manufacturing (CAM), interpolation, WEDM accuracy, material removal process, etc. Thus, a thorough calibration of the MFB has to be performed to extract the intrinsic geometric errors: one linear positioning error (E xx MFB ) and two straightnesses (E yx MFB , and E zx MFB ). Therefore, the realistic model of the MFB can be written as equation 4.
For the calibration of the MFB, the reversal technique ( [4, 9, 16, 37] ) is applied in order to separate the motion errors of the used accurate CMM from the geometric errors of the MFB. This technique concerns only the straightnesses and never the positioning errors. Thus, the absolute length between each hole can be corrected by a substitution technique [9, 17] . The motion errors of a CMM contain both systematic component (E CMM ) and random component ( CMM ). The application of the reversal technique enables to determine the systematic 5 components. The random component is still mixed with the geometric errors of the MFB, that is why the measurements are repeated many times to average out the random effects. For the application of the reversal technique, the MFB is carefully aligned along the CMM axis (X-axis in figure 6 ) with the smallest linear positioning error that was identified using a stepgauge (U step gauge (k=2) = 0.3 µm + 1.5 10 −6 L) calibrated by a laser interferometre system traceable to the SI metre definition.
The reversal technique is illustrated in figure 6 , where M X , M Y , M Z are the component of measurement in the direction X, Y, and Z of R CMM . E yx MFB , and E zx MFB are the straightnesses of the MFB in the direction of y and z in R MFB . Moreover, the superscripts NR and R refer to the position of the MFB: "No Reversal" or "Reversal".
Whatever the considered straightness of the MFB, E NR MFB is equal to −E R MFB in the machine coordinate system. According to the figure 7 , the relations between the measurement and the straightnesses of the CMM and the MFB, before and after reversal, can be expressed by the equation 5. The term Y X CMM depicts the zero mean random error of the CMM in the direction Y along X-axis.
Thus, the geometric errors can be calculated with respect to the equation 6.
The zero mean random error Y X CMM and ZX CMM cannot be subtracted directly because they are algebraic values, but averaging over repeated measurements will average the random terms to close to zero if enough repetitions are used. This strategy is carried out during the calibration procedure.
Afterwards, the linear positioning error E xx MFB of the MFB is calculated by using the equation 7. The linear positioning error E XX CMM of the CMM is compensated by the mean of measurements before and after reversal performed along the selected axis.
As the zero mean random error Y X CMM and ZX CMM , XX CMM cannot be subtracted directly because they are algebraic values, but averaging over repeated measurements will average the random terms to close to zero. The calibration procedure can be carried out directly in the MT, except for the positioning E xx MFB . The application of the reversal technique allows to separate the systematic motion errors of each target axis from the straightnesses of the MFB.
The analysis of the metrology loops when calibrating the MFB with both the CMM and the MT reveals that the CMM metrology loop is much more optimized than the MT one. Since the metrology loop directly influences the measurement accuracy, the calibration of the MFB is initially performed using the CMM to enable a subsequent MT calibration. This strategy leads to minimizing each of the number of setting-up and the MT downtime.
Calibration results and discussions
The calibration of the MFB was performed using the LNE CMM, traceable to the SI unit metre definition, along the Z-axis ( figure 8 ). This Z-axis was selected since it presents the smallest linear positioning errors. Calibration procedure is repeated 5 times, the duration of each of them being about 1 hour.
The obtained results of the 3 intrinsic calibrated parameters E xx MFB , E yx MFB , E zx MFB of the MFB are presented in Figures 9  and 10 , respectively for the linear positioning error and the two straightnesses. To obtain the results displayed in figures 9 and 10, some precautions were taken into account; in particular the mistakeproofing intentionally introduced in the design of the MFB (material standard signature) not appear in the figures. The plotted measurement uncertainty includes scatterings due to the random components of the motion errors, resolution of the probing system, environment conditions, vibrations, thermal variations and clamping system. In figure 9 , the linear positioning error of the MFB can reach a maximal value of −42 µm, which reflects the geometric error of the WEDM machine. Besides, the straightnesses reflect both the geometry errors of the WEDM machine and the assembly of the different horizontal rods carrefully glued on the main frame of the MFB. The average uncertainty obtained for the linear positioning errors and straightnesses is 0.4 µm and 0.7 µm respectively, which can be considered as low values. Based on these results, the MFB can be considered as a highly relevant thermo-invariant material standard for both CMMs or MTs calibrations.
Identification of geometric errors of MTs
Mikron UCP710 5-axis MT and measurement device
The calibrated MFB by reversal technique was used to map the geometric errors of the 3 linear axes of the Mikron UCP710 5-axis MT ( figure 11 ). Hence, a high-accuracy 3D touch probe trigger was integrated in the Mikron MT. A specific interface was developed to collect, in real time, raw data provided by the 3D probe trigger as well as the linear and rotary encoders of the Mikron MT. An additional procedure was also developed to acquire the machine zero point by counting distance-coded reference marks. The developed interface is used instead of the 7 All the data are recorded only when the touch probe trigger is activated.
Geometric model for the Mikron MT errors
A parametric model with 21 independent components was developed in order to describe the geometric errors of the 3 linear axes as defined in the ISO 230-1:2012 [4] . This parametric X Y Z C' A' Figure 11 . Mikron UCP710 5-axis machine tool structure according to the ISO 841:2004 [38] and the ISO 10791-6:2014 [39] . model was applied on the Mikron MT structural loop, considered as a rigid-body ( Figure 11 ). The study does not include Aand C-rotary axes, but it includes the 3 linear axes X, Y and Z-axis. The 3 reference straight lines associated with 3 linear axes are defined by position and orientation errors illustrated in figure 12 . According to ISO 230-1:2012 [4] , errors of the zero position of linear axes (e.g. E X0X ) can be set to zero (0) when checking geometric accuracy of a machine tool. Moreover, as suggested in [4] , the X-axis is chosen as the primary axis. Thus, the reference straight line of the X-axis coincides with the Xaxis of the machine tool coordinate system (E B0X and E C0X can be set to zero). In the same way, the Y-axis is chosen as the secondary axis, the reference straight line of the Y-axis defines the orientation of the Y-axis of the machine tool coordinate system (E A0Y can be set to zero).
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Nominal motion Real motion Then, each linear axis of the structural loop is composed of 2 solids constituting a link with one degree of freedom biased by geometric errors, called motion errors. According to ISO 230-1:2012 [4] , 6 motion errors ( Figure 13 ) which depend on the motion (X, Y or Z) are defined as:
• one linear positioning error along the direction of motion: E XX (X) along X-axis, E YY (Y) along Y-axis, E ZZ (Z) along Z-axis.
• 2 straightness errors in two orthogonal directions of mo-8 tion: E Y X (X) and E ZX (X) along X-axis in the direction Y and Z respectively; E XY (Y) and E ZY (Y) along Y-axis in the direction X and Z respectively; E XZ (Z) and E YZ (Z) along Z-axis in the direction X and Y respectively. To characterise the biased geometry in the structural loop, a based homogeneous transformation matrix model was investigated as in equation 8.
Where X, Y and Z are the joint parameters and J X , J Y and J Z are the tool offset components. The R nom frames are the nominal frames of each axis, where position and orientation errors are defined. The R mean frames correspond to the mean frames attached on the reference straight line [4] , where the linear motion is defined. And finally, the R motion frames are the frames where motion errors are defined just after the linear motion. The workpiece positioning is defined by its orientation in the workspace R f with the rotation matrix R f R R W whose direction cosines are a, b, . . ., h, i ; while its position is defined by the vector 
The true values X true , Y true , Z true (equation 8) are slightly different from the nominal ones due to geometric errors. From the same workpiece positioning in the workspace ( R f T R w ), and the same tool offsets, the deviation between X true , Y true , Z true and X, Y, Z values can be evaluated by subtraction of two expressions (equation 8 and 9) and neglecting the second and higher order errors. The deviation can be stated by 3 explicit theoretical functions δ X , δ Y and δ Z (equations 10, 11, 12) including several parameters such as the geometric errors, workpiece positioning, workpiece coordinate (coordinate of probe centre point expressed in R MFB ) and tool offsets.
The equations are expressed in the MT coordinate system and not in the tool centre point (TCP) in tool/probe coordinate system [18] . Furthermore, they highlight the effect of geometric errors and offsets (i.e. workpiece positioning offset and tool offset) on the measured deviation of each linear positioning-axis. From the equations (10, 11, 12) , we can deduce the whole geometric errors including the linear positioning errors, straightnesses, angular errors and squarnesses. Several measurements were performed on the thermo-invariant MFB located at wisely-selected positions such as to minimize the Abbe errors that can influence the translational motion errors (i.e. linear positioning errors and straightnesses). Afterwards, the measured data were evaluated in order to extract the points of interest (O i ), leading to obtaining the measured deviations δX, δY and δZ. The combination of numerous positions of the MFB in the workspace allows us to identify the Mikron UCP710 MT geometric errors (Figure 14) . A video clip of measurement can be watched in the Youtube page of Automated Production Research Laboratory. The identification procedure is sequenced as follows:
1. identification of angular motion errors using differential straightness measurements or differential linear positioning measurements, 2. identification of translational motion errors, 3. identification of squareness errors by two crossed measurements.
MT identification results and discussions
On 3-axis MT, 14 positions of the MFB are necessary for the identification of the apparent geometric errors (E), while only 6 positions are required for 5-axis MT. The number of positions reduced to 6 for 5-axis MT is explained by the opportunity to rotate the MFB using both the swiveling axis (A'axis according to ISO 10791-6:2014 [39] ) and rotary table (C'axis [39] ), offering then several orientations of the MFB in the MT workspace. Such operation becomes possible thanks to the developed specific workholder combining several modular inspection equipment system. Regardless of the type of selected MT and even if the number of positions is reduced, the number of the MFB measurements remains equal to 17. Each measurement spends about 14 minutes to probe 316 points covering the whole patterns. Thus, the identification of the apparent geometric errors (E) can be evaluated in 1 day, including adjustments, measurements, acquisitions and data exploitation. For the case of the Mikron UCP 710, the geometric errors of the X-Y-and Z-axis were identified, but only the results obtained with X-axis are presented in figures 15, 16 and 17. The identification of the apparent straightnesses ( figure 16) is performed from the end-point reference straight line. The straight line connects the first and the last points of the measured straightness deviations [4] . In all figures, the error bars represent the uncertainty components evaluated when considering:
• measurement reproducibility including the resolution of the measuring device, the repeatability of touch probe, the random motion error of each MT-axis, vibration, thermal drift,
• position and orientation errors of the MFB in the MTworkspace,
• offset components errors of the touch probe,
• traceability chain of the MFB including the calibration process, the application of the reversal technique, the clamping system and CMM traceability,
• metrology loop including all the components that can influence the measurement. For the case of the studied Mikron MT, the metrology loop passes through the MFB (w), the 5 axes (C'A'bXYZ), the spindle (C1), and the touch probe (t), which can be considered as a long chain
The measurements of the defined points for the different positions of the MFB were performed under the environment conditions (temperature between 19 and The horizontal and vertical apparent straightness errors are evaluated to less than fifth of the maximal linear positioning error value. Thus, the identified maximum horizontal and vertical apparent straightness errors (E Y X and E ZX ) are 3 µm and 2 µm respectively. The angular errors (E AX , E BX and E CX ) were also evaluated and the results obtained reveal that E BX reaches a maximum value of 98 µm/m. Nevertheless, E AX and E CX present smaller values inferior to 10 µm/m and 40 µm/m respectively. The combination of apparent linear positioning, apparent straightness and angular errors together can significantly increase the translational error motions in the workspace. In addition, an error bar is associated to each point of interest. The error bars are calculated when applying the propagation of the aforementioned uncertainty components. Despite, the equations 10, 11, 12 are linear, the calculation of points of interests is based on the least squares algorithms which are not linear. As a consequence, the uncertainty propagation is computed using the Monte Carlo method [40] , with 10 3 iterations. This strategy is adopted here since the reproductibilty of measurement is taken into account, in particular, using the Gaussian (normal) distribution for each probed point along the patterns. The selection of the Gaussian distribution was deduced when analyzing the reproductibitlity of each measured point, based on the calculated mean and standard deviation values. Furthermore, due to the guideways are manufactured, grinded and 11 Figure 17 . Roll, pitch and yaw of X-axis: E AX , E BX and E CX honed, the motion errors are continuous in tangency and in curvature. Therefore the data illustrated in figures 15, 16 and 17 are interpolated by a spline interpolation model of class C 2 , leading to provide potential accurate compensation models for E XX , E Y X , E ZX , E AX , E BX and E CX . Thanks to the calibration of the MT using the developed traceable thermo-invariant MFB to the SI metre defined at BIPM and realised at LNE (primary standard (Femtosecond laser)), its metrology traceability becomes also linked to the international traceability chain as illustrated in figure 18 . 
Conclusion
In this study, a Multi-Feature bar (MFB) made of thermoinvariant material (Invar) was defined and developed to calibrate MTs. The design of the MFB involves several patterns, including cylindrical and planar geometric entities, useful to extract 12 points of interests and then providing 3 geometric errors (linear positioning error and 2 straightnesses) for only one position of the MFB. For each position or orientation of the MFB, 316 measured points are necessary for the extraction of the 12 points of interests. Afterwards, the developed MFB was carefully calibrated on an accurate CMM traceable to the SI meter definition at LNE. The calibration of the MFB was carried out when applying the reversal technique in order to separate the motion errors of the CMM and the true intrinsic parameters of the MFB. This strategy provides a high accurate calibration of the MFB. One main advantageof the MFB model developed is that it can be used directly under aharsh environment. Once the MFB was calibrated, it was used for the calibration of the Mikron UCP710 MT to show the efficiency of the standard and proposed method. The calibration of the 3 linear axes of the investigated MT enables the identification of the well known 21 geometric errors of the developed model. For this purpose, the number of positions was optimized using both rotary axes to decrease the required positions of the MFB from 14 to only 6. Further works will be conducted in order to compare the obtained results (Mikron geometric errors) with those obtained with an accurate Laser Tracer. An additional inter-comparison between several NMIs (National Metrology Institutes) will be conducted on the MFB calibration within the EMRP IND62: JRP-TIM project.
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Appendix A. Least squares algorithm for cylinder
with θ i being the angular position step.
To obtain the least squares cylinder fitting as close as possible to the measured cloud of points, the problem minimizing the deviation e i presented in equation A.5 should be solved.
where r is the radius increase along n i that minimizes the variation e i .
To minimize the sum of square deviations W in equation A.6, it amounts to solve the system of equations A.7. This system can be written using matrix formula A.8 and computation enables the obtained values of parameters (α, β, u, v, r).
where n is the number of measured points
The flowchart of the least squares cylinder algorithm is shown in figure A.20. The algorithm outputs are the sum of square deviations, and intrinsic parameters of cylinder: the normal vector, a point of the axis and the radius. where the normal vector of plane is n = (a, b, c) and d is the distance to the frame origin and M th i = (x, y, z) a point of the plane. The following description does not explain particular cases when the distance between the plane and frame origin is equal to zero and when the plane is parallel to Z (i.e. c = 13 0). However, the developed algorithm takes into account these cases.
The least squares plane passes as close as possible to the measured cloud of points M i = (X i , Y i , Z i ) by minimizing the sum of square deviations. This square deviation presented in equation So, for a cloud of n points M i = (X i , Y i , Z i ),the sum W of square deviations δ i is given by:
the minimum of this sum is obtained when the partial derivatives with respect to A, B and D are equal to zero. The partial derivative with respect to D is particularly simple:
So the best estimate of D is equal to:
By using the following change of variables:
the sum W of square deviations δ i (equation B.4) can be written as follows:
The aim of this method is to perform least squares plane by non iterative method. The mathematical problem is based on the minimization of the sum of square deviations presented in equation B.7. The system of two equations with two unknowns (A, B) is obtained by the partial derivations. This system can be analitycally simplified by a polynomial function with degree 3 in A and an expression of B which depends of A. For a polynomial with degree 3 (equation B.8), the coefficient c 0 , c 1 , c 2 and c 3 can be formulated as follows: The global flowchart of the mathematical algorithm is depicted in figure B.22. The algorithm outputs are intrinsic parameters of plane (i.e. the normal vector, a distance from origin of frame and the plane), and the sum of square deviations. Afterwards, the intrinsic parameters of the least squares plane are deduced by: 
